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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company is using the Napili template and is expanding internationally and now requires
your Community to support multiple languages what steps should you take to support this in
your community?
A. Multiple community languages are not supported5. Enable the Language Picker in the
Community Builder and select the supported languages in Community Settings
B. Enable the Language Picker in the Community Builder. Salesforce will automatically present
a list of supported languages
C. Enable Community Language Picker in the setup menu and select the supported languages
in the Community Builder
D. Select the available languages in the Setup Menu and drag the Language Picker onto the
Community Template
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Windows Server 2012 R2 failover cluster that contains four nodes. The cluster has
Dynamic Optimization enabled. You deploy three highly available virtual machines to the
cluster by using System Center 2012 R2 Virtual
Machine Manager (VMM).
You need to prevent Dynamic Optimization from placing any of the three virtual machines in
the same node.
What should you do?
A. From the Virtual Machine Manager console, modify the Servicing Windows settings of the
virtual machines.
B. From the Virtual Machine Manager console, modify the Compatibility settings in the
Hardware Configuration properties of the virtual machines.
C. From the Virtual Machine Manager console, modify the Availability settings in the Hardware
Configuration properties of the virtual machines.
D. Set the Priority property of the virtual machine cluster role.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the hierarchy used to resolve potential conflicts between application strategies?
A. Archiver > Trusted > Editor > Explorer (Explorer has the lowest ranking)
B. Archiver > Editor > Explorer > Trusted
Related PostsTrusted has the lowest ranking)
C. Archiver > Explorer > Editor > Trusted (Trusted has the lowest ranking)
D. Archiver > Trusted > Explorer > Editor (Editor has the lowest ranking)
Answer: D
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